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East Asia

‘Heat Intensity’ of Crisis Spots
Exploding
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1. Malaysia: British-backed activists are attempting to
instigate conflict between the Hindu minority and the government. (See article.)

$
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porters of former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra, has
been threatened with the “Benazir” treatment. (See article.)
tween the Tamil Tigers, a London-sponsored terror group, and
the government signals broader destabilization of the region.

The contagion destroying
the world financial system
emanates from the two
major centers of financial
speculation, London and
New York City.
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2. Thailand: The newly elected government of sup3. Sri Lanka: Recent abandonment of a cease-fire be-

Financial hotspots
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4. Taiwan: The government of Chen Shui-bian is holding
a March 2008 referendum for separate United Nations membership from China could spark a cross-Strait conflict.
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Southwest Asia
5. Pakistan: The nation is threatened with breakup follow-
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ing the assassination of Benazir Bhutto Dec. 27. (See article.)

6. Afghanistan: The U.S. invasion and NATO occu-
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pation have led to a deteriorating, more violent situation.

7. Iran: While plans for U.S. attack have gone onto the
back burner, British assets inside and outside of the country
keep it as a danger spot.

8. Iraq: The slight reduction in violence has not produced
a political or military solution. (See article.)

9. Israel-Palestine: There are reports of Israeli
plans for a massive invastion of Gaza to wipe out Hamas.
10. Lebanon: Anglo-French interference has prevented the consensus between Hezbollah and the government coalition, which could permit formation of a government.

through the Darfur operation, but because of unresolved issues with the Southern provinces.

14. South Africa: Thabo Mbeki’s defeat as head of
the African National Congress is a threat to the nation and the
continent. (See article.)

15. Algeria: Mass terror incidents make this nation a
target for destabilizing the region.

Africa
11. Somalia: In the year since the Ethiopian invasion,
conditions have qualitatively worsened, with more than 1.5
million people displaced.

12. Kenya: Chaos and civil war are threatened in the
aftermath of contested elections. (See article.)

13. Sudan: The integrity of the nation, long a target of
British imperial design, is under concerted attack, not only
 Feature

Eastern Europe
16. Moscow: The pro-FDR policies of President Vladimir Putin, and the desire for an alliance with a pro-FDR
Washington, are the primary targets of the British “cold war.”
(See article.)

17. Georgia: If Kosovo declares independence, it
would trigger declarations of independence by autonomous
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regions in this nation. The government is already under attack
by “popular” demonstrations, and Mikhail Saakavishi is holding snap elections Jan. 5. (See article.)

The Americas

18. Belarus: New U.S. sanctions against this Russian

Fernández de Kirchner is a target of the British globalists who
oppose her continuation of her husband’s nationalist policies.

ally follow the British script. (See article.)

19. Ukraine: A new Cheney-backed government in
this nation could return it to the threshhold of civil war. (See
article.)

20. Poland: U.S. plans to place ten missile interceptors
in this nation put it on the hotseat in relations with Moscow.
The new President has declared his intent to ensure that this
measure would be 100% in Poland’s security interests, before
carrying it out.

21. Kosovo: Britain is the key instigator of a declaration of independence by this Serbian province, an act intended
to provoke Russia. (See article.)
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22. Argentina: The incoming government of Cristina
23. Bolivia: Separatist tensions have reached a boiling
point, and can only be cooled by continentwide collaboration.
24. Colombia: A FARC/Hugo Chávez hostage release
stunt is aimed to further destabilize the Uribe government and
could trigger Venezuela-Colombia war.

25. Mexico: New NAFTA measures devasting Mexican
agriculture and triggering food price shocks, as drug cartels exert growing clout, with 2,500 narco-assassinations in 2007.

26. United States: State budget implosions in at
least 36 of the 50 states are the first stage of huge social and
political upheavals, that can be expected as the crash deepens.
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